
Home Page

Usability Test Report- Existing Website

Educational Materials 

3/5 Users clicked on the Resources tab, but:

● 1 User viewed the footer first, not realizing the 
Resources tab was on top

● 2 Users clicked on How It Works to learn 
more about what EM does

MEDIUM  ISSUE

“They’re giving you a lot to read, and some of it is 
generic.”

Analysis: Information on the homepage is too 
similar to the How It Works page. Users had 
to scroll to the bottom to search for 
information.    
Recommendation: Add a secondary navigation 
menu to the primary navigation, & move some of the 
more frequently used footer information up top 



Bottom of Home Page

Usability Test Report- Existing WebsiteTypes of Investments 

5/5 Users couldn’t figure out the types of 
investments on the EM website, and: 

● 1 User went to About Us to learn about 
investments

● 1 User watched the video on the homepage
● 1 User scrolled down to Past Investments to 

understand what EM does

MAJOR ISSUE

“I feel like everything is all over the place”

Recommendation: Introduce investment types in articles 
and have articles explaining each investment type & sort 
or filter articles by level of experience, and summarize 
and personalize the contents of the FAQ page 

Analysis: Articles are organized by date rather than 
experience level. The FAQ page is text heavy and 
lack personalization.
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Primary Navigation/ Secondary Navigation 

MAJOR ISSUE
5/5 Users couldn’t locate the Track record, and: 

● 2 Users were actively looking for the track 
record when asked to view what kind of 
investments EM offers

● 1 User was confused by the navigation, as the 
primary navigation showed no active state to 
how the user reached to the secondary 
navigation ( bread crumbs)

● 1 User looked for track record in the footer.

Analysis:  
Potential Investors search for the company’s portfolio and past 
investments to trust the company and learn more about it before 
learning about the type of investment the company has to offer.
Users need to know their location at all times, and how they 
reached a page.

“It’s a big part of EM especially to new investors, I 
had to search for it and where it was.”

Recommendation:
Show active state on Resources, since Resources lead to the secondary 
navigation, provide breadcrumbs. Place Track Record in the primary 
navigation for easy accessibility, as well as the footer.



Footer
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MAJOR ISSUE

Glossary Discoverability

5/5 Users couldn’t locate the glossary to define 
unfamiliar terms but:

● 2 User couldn’t find glossary and tried 
searching for the term through the search bar 
in the articles page.

● 1 User went to the FAQ to search for the 
unfamiliar terms.

● 1 User thought he would find the unfamiliar 
terms in About Us

Analysis: The footer reflects the global navigation, 
that’s why most users didn’t consider looking for the 
glossary in the footer. As well as users expected to find 
definition in the resources navigation

Recommendation: Add a search function to the 
primary navigation or home page. Consider adding 
the glossary page within the resources navigation.

“Doesn’t seem to be an easy way to find some of 
the unfamiliar terms”



Chatbot
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3/5 Users were able to reach out to an expert & ask 
questions using the chat bot 
 
● 1 User thought it was an automated bot rather than 

an expert or real person.
● 2 Users noticed the chat bot, but went straight to 

about us to look at EM teams and contact a real 
person. 

MINOR ISSUE

Reaching Out To An Expert

Analysis: Users wants a more personalized experience when 
reaching out to an expert rather than automated messages. 
User wants to feel that experts are there whenever they are 
needed.

Recommendation: “Schedule 1:1 with an expert”, or 
showcase the chatbot is not automated but rather 
personalized. Also, chat can redirect users to view EM teams 
and chat with any of EM experts.

“If i don’t know these people, how do I know I can trust 
them?”


